
Englefield vs HURLEY 1XI – 19th June 2010 
  

ENGLEFIELD 
J Van der Merwe c Day b Ridgeway 35 

A Samid c Walton b Ridgeway 33 

S Siddhartha c Ridgeway b Akhtar 13 

R White Not out 70 

J Zeeman c Taylor b Hunjan 14 

A Mohamad c Lewis b Ridgeway 0 

N Nawaz b Akhtar 2 

JD Van der Merwe b Akhtar 1 

M Fazal b Akhtar 0 

A Longdon c Day b Hunjan 0 

D Robertson lbw b Ridgeway 0 

 Extras 30 

 Total 198ao 

 

N Akhtar 15-3-38-4 P Ridgeway 13.4-1-51-4 

P Hunjan 15-3-55-2  

T Balchin 8-0-32-0 

 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway c White b Nawaz 10 

D Simoes Not Out 78 

S Taylor b White 11 

T Moore Not Out 77   1x6 

G Lewis 

T Balchin 

N Akhtar 

P Hunjan 

M Walton   

P Todd  

D Day 

   Extras   23 

  Total    199-2 

 

Shorn of most of their bowling options, Hurley had little hesitation in asking Englefield to bat in the 

picturesque surroundings of Englefield House on Saturday. Whether it was the imposing Victorian pile 

overlooking the ground, or the swirling North wind, Hurley’s fielding proved problematic. Samid (33) 

peppered the short boundaries and neatly placed one booming six between the two scorers before 

the left arm spin of Phil Ridgeway (4-51) had Samid edging to slip where Mike Walton took an 

excellent catch without the usual familiarity of keeper’s gloves. Three overs later and only just in time 

to take the field, Tim Moore joined the game having gone to the opposite end of Berkshire and 

Englefield Green. Naeem Akhtar (4-38) had Siddhartha (13) edging to slip with the score on 102 and 

next over Ridgeway removed skipper Joe Van der Merwe (35) skying a good catch to keeper Day. R 

White (70 not) produced much needed fizz in the Englefied middle order but the home side’s innings 

went flat around him as Akhtar began hitting the stumps and Hurley started to hold on to their 

catches. Englefied were bowled out in the 52nd over for 198 having lost their last 5 wickets for 17 runs. 

 

Phil Ridgeway (10) began driving confidently but, having found the boundary twice, drove to cover 

off Nawaz (1-58) and Hurley were 10-1. Steve Taylor (11) departed with the score on 45 and Hurley 

wobbles loomed. But Dave Simoes (78not) and Tim Moore (77not) put together a superb unbroken 3rd 

wicket stand of 154 to sweep Hurley to victory with 4 overs to spare. Hurley maintain their push to stay 

in touch with the top 3 in Division 2 but a home match against Amersham Hill next week is a prospect 

not to relish with their particular brand of village cricket and Olympic level sledging. Hurley should 

consider a platoon of vuvuzelers to drown out the cacophony.  


